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Course Description
Most people in the architecture, engineering, and construction industry know how to use
levels of detail (LODs) but what about managing the level of commitment a project is going
to require? Sometimes a project is really simple but would benefit greatly from a short
coordination effort. Others require a large effort over the course of several weeks and need
more from everyone involved. This session will focus on strategies to help manage all project
stakeholders’ expectations, from design through construction, along with ideas for
communicating the level of commitment your project will require.

Introductions

OKLAND CONSTRUCTION
Okland Construction Company was founded in 1918 in Salt Lake City, Utah. We have offices in Salt Lake City, Utah, Tempe,
AZ and Boise, ID with current active projects in 19 states. We are a general contractor and have built or are building just
about anything you can think of.

OUR BIM TOOL BAG
We use a variety of different tools, but in this course, we will be focusing on the use Excel and Bluebeam, along with lots of
references too Revit, Navisworks Manage, and BIM 360 Glue.

The Struggle
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The Struggle
I am sure you have been on a project that has asked one of the following:

• We just need a quick clash detection
• What can you do for $1,000.00?
• We have hired a duct guy and a plumber, but we need the project coordinated before we select an electrician
• We ran into some issues when we started installation, can you come do a clash and tell us what to do?

What is a Level of Commitment? (LOC)

What is a Level of Commitment
WHAT WE CAN DO
First we need to commit to what we can do, but not more than we can do.

WHEN WE CAN DO IT
When is the sweet spot of when to start efforts, and knowing who we need onboard in order to do it.

GAINING A CONSENSUS
Everything goes smoother when everyone is on board with the plan and not trying to change it mid-stream.

Gaining a Consensus
Gaining a consensus is probably the trickiest thing about the whole process. Everyone wants more than what can be
provided. This is why it’s so important to start the conversation early. These are the items you really need to push in the
earliest of conversations. With these items in the back of everyone’s mind, they have a tendency to flush themselves out.

• Schedule
o When we can start vs. when everyone is ready to start
• Budget
o How much runway do we really have?
• Trade contractors vs. design team
o Who do we need to be engaged and when?

What about level of detail/development (LOD)
Level of Development/Detail is still very important, but it only refers to the modeling requirements of the process. LOC is
meant to cover the entire process of coordination from the beginning of modeling all the way to the end of coordination, as
well as the model uses after coordination is complete.

• Generally speaking, this is scale of LOD we will use:
o LOD 100
o LOD 200
o LOD 300
o LOD 400
o LOD 500

LOD 100

LOD 200

LOD 300

LOD 400

Creating Documentation

The Shopping Cart
Can you boil LOC down to a shopping cart? It turns out you can.

• “Shopping cart” options allow people to make decisions,
without needing to become technical experts themselves.
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o Then, you as the technical professional, only need to fill in
gaps and answer questions.
• Even though no two buildings are the same, there are some
similarities we can group together.
o Hospital Vs. Hospital
o Office Vs. Office
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The Matrix
COMPARABLE

DEMONSTRATES THAT ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL

Placing everything together into a matrix makes it easy to

Because it’s comparable, it becomes blatantly obvious

compare the different levels of commitment side-by-side.

that there is a level of service that provides the most
value for each kind of project, without under committing
or over committing.

TRANSPARENCY

CONVERSATION STARTER

Makes it a lot easier for project teams to identify what is

The matrix makes it really easy to speak to the same

included and what is excluded.

information. Also, this shopping cart matrix is always
meant to start conversations, not end them.
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Where is LOD in this matrix?
Ever try to explain LOD to:
• Superintendent?
• Project Manager?
• Design Architect?
• Project Owner?

The Images
• Partially explains LOD
• Graphically show highlights of LOD
• Show the progression of coordination

Deliverable Requirements based on LOC

Most Valuable Phase: Design
2D Deliverable: Reference Drawings
High Risk for missed clashes
Trade Input from Design Assist Trades
Only
Clash Tolerance: 1”

Class C
Most Valuable Phase: Design or
Construction
2D Deliverable: Reference Drawings
High Risk for missed clashes
Trade Input Required
Clash Tolerance: 1”

Class B
Most Valuable Phase: Construction
2D Deliverable: Shop Drawings
Medium Risk for missed clashes
Trades modeling
Clash Tolerance: 1/2”

Most Valuable Phase: Construction
2D Deliverable: Shop Drawings
Low Risk for missed clashes
Trades Modeling
Clash Tolerance: 1/2” - 0”

The BIM Execution Plan
The BIM execution plan is extremely important to this process. If you do not have a template plan, I encourage you to create
one. Unfortunately, we don’t have time in this class to cover everything that should be in a BIM execution plan, so here are
the highlights. A BIM execution plan should include:
• Roles and responsibilities for every person involved in coordination or using the model after coordination is complete.
• Who owns the model(s) during design?
• Who owns the model(s) during coordination?
• Who owns the model(s) after coordination?
• Coordination schedule
• Meeting times
• Model alignment requirements
• Modeling requirements (LOD)
• Modeling Scopes defined
• Clash detection hierarchy
• Clash detection process
• Model uses after coordination is complete

The LOD Matrix – The Other Matrix
Other parts of your BEP will change slightly from model
classification to model classification, but this is the part
where we control modeling requirements.
• Notice that model Class D & C have the same modeling
requirements.
o This is because we are using the design team’s model
in both scenarios, it’s the way we plan to use the
model that changes.

Implementing LOC documentation within
your own organization

Implementing Strategies

STEP 4
Get your Matrix out in front of as

STEP 3
Start creating a list of services

STEP 2

you have been providing within
your company already, and see if
you can standardize them, if you

Ensure your BEP also has

STEP 1

sections for model uses after
coordination is complete.

Make sure your BEP is flexible
enough to allow for different
levels of service.

haven’t already.

many people as possible.

Summary
START CREATING DOCUMENTATION TO MANAGE YOUR PROJECT’S BIM LEVEL OF COMMITMENT (LOC) REQUIREMENTS
Create a shopping cart of services you can do with a Model. Tailor services to different types of projects. For example,
services a health care project might need vs. an office TI

START CREATING DELIVERABLE REQUIREMENTS BASED ON PROJECT BIM LOC REQUIREMENTS
Deliverable requirements can take different forms. The big ones might be your 2D deliverables, but could also include
certain elements to be modeled and included in the coordination model. Even though the shopping cart may be the catalyst
for select of services, everything needs to be included in your BEP.

LEARN HOW TO SCALE LEVEL OF DETAIL/DEVELOPMENT (LOD) REQUIREMENTS BASED ON PROJECT BIM LOC REQUIREMENTS
Your BEP should include an LOD matrix. This makes it extremely easy to adjust modeling requirements based on selected
modeling classification.

IMPLEMENTING LOC DOCUMENTATION WITHIN YOUR OWN ORGANIZATION
It doesn’t matter where you start, but plan to be flexible and make sure your official backup documents can handle this
flexibility.

Questions
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